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Handcuffed designs arc a parttcular case of block designs or, gruphs. A handctrffed design with 
parameters IA k, A consists of a system of ordered k -ruhscts of a o-set, called handcuffed blocks. 
in a block {A,, A,, . . ., A,,} each elcrnstnt is assumed to be’ handcuffed to its neighbors and the 
block contains k - 1 handcuffed pairs (AI, A,),(Ar, A 0,. . ., (AL ,, A,, ). ‘These +rs are consr- 
dcrctd unordered. The collection of handcuffed blocks constitutes a handcuffed design if the 
fnllowing are satisfied: (1) each element of the u-set appars amongst the blocks the same number 
of times (and at most once in 23 block) and (2) each parr of distinct elements of the u-set are 
handcuffed in exactly A taf the Mocks. If the total number of bkrcks is h and each element appears 
in I blocks the following conditions art: necessary for the handcuffed design to exist. 
(1) ~o(o - I)- (k - t)6. 42) tu ‘.= kb. In this paper it is shown that the necessary conditions irrc 
also sufficient. 
1. hWoduction 
Handcuffed designs are a particular case of block designs on graphs, A 
handcuffed esign with parameters ty, k, A consists of a system of or&red k -subsctts 
of a tr-set, called handcuffed blocks. In a biock {al, uzr., ., a&) each element is 
assumed to be hRi\dcuffed to its neiphbours and the block contains k - 1 handcuffed 
pairs (ai, 442). [n2, a& . . ,. (ak i, uk ). These pairs are considered unordered. The 
elements in a block are distinct, so the handcuffed pairs are distinct as well. A 
collection of handcuffed blocks constitutes a handcuffed esign if the foilowing arc 
satisfied: 
(2) each element of the u-filet appears amongst he blocks the same number of 
times (and at most once in a block.)? 
(2) each pair of distinct elements of the u-set are handcuffed in exactly A blocks. 
if the total number of bIocks is r5 and each element appears in r blocks the 
following conditions are necessary for the handcuffed design to exist. 
The only independent parameters are vu, k, A. It is easy to represent h, r, u in terms 
of v, k, A as follows: 
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We denote by H(v, k, A ) the set of all handcuffed esigns with parameters uY k, A. 
i-id and Rosa in [ I] considered thcs;e designs under the term Balanced 
P-designs. Their main results on this design are: 
(1) H(k.k,A) (i.e. tr = k) exists iff k .or A is even. 
(2) If v = I+ s(2k - 2) where Y == ,t( I(?; -A 2)+ H( v, k, 1) exists for every k and s. 
((2) is equivalent o: H(u, k, 1) exists for every k and 
u=lmod4k if k =2h +l, h = 1,2,... 
lmod2(2h-1) if h =2h, h =2+3,... 
but did not include those v such that 
v = 1 mod(2h - 1) but not = I mod2(2h - 1)). 
!n our previous paper on handcuffed esigns [2] we use a recursive method which 
is different from the method used in [l] to construct a number of families of such 
design and show the necessary conditions for N(u, )k, A) to exist are ASO sufficient in 
the following cases, 
(1) A = I Of 2. 
(2) k = 3. 
(3) k is even, k =t 2h, and (A, 2h - 1) = 1. 
44) k is odd; k = 2h + 1, and (A,4h)== 2 or (At4h)= 1. 
Lawless in his two papers [3], [4]* used the “Difference Method” which is similar to 
the method used in [l] ta reconstruct those results in [2] in a simpler way and get 
more results as follows: 
The necessary conditions for H(v. k, A ) to exist are also sufficient for: 
(I ) v an add prime power; 
(2) v = 2’, n = A@ - l)/(k - 1) is even; 
(3) (C - 1) a pririne power and (k - 1, v - l)= 1; 
(4) k = 4; and the 
(5) multiplication theorem. (I.e., if H(u,, k,A) and H(u;, k,A) exist then 
H( v,, v2, k, A ) exists.) 
In [2] we worked mainly with the para,neter A, and Lawless worked mainly with 21 
but both papers are concerned with the most general result (i.e., the necessary 
conditions are also sufficientt inall cases). In this paper we obtain this result by using 
a method which is similar to Lawless’s but works mainly with the parameter A. 
Between u elements, there are tr - 1 distinct differences; i.e., 1,2,3, /. ., o - 1, E;ich 
of the (u(t) - I))/2 pairs of LY &mcmts corresponds to some differcncc. F,ach p:ltr 
(i, j) yields two differences mod o; viz., i - j and j - i in integers 1.2, . . ., tt - I. 
Remark 2.2. Each difference corresponds to u pairs if v is add, and the 
differences i and v - i correspond ta exactly the same pairs. 
Remark 2.3. If t’ is even, then v -- 1 is odd. The difference u/2 corresponds to 
only ~12 pnirs and all other differences correspond to v pairs with i and o - b 
corresponding to exactly the ‘same pairs. 
Example 2.4. For tr = 6 the elements are I, 2,3,4, S. 6. 
The differences arc 1.2,3,4, S. 
The pairs 3re:: 
12 23 34 45 56 
13 24 35 46 
14 2s 36 
15 26 
16 
The pairs corresponding to the difcrencu 3 are only 1$2%M,. 
Let 
be :I section of blocks where 
The first hlnek is called the beginning block and all othu blocks arc completed ty 
&ding one to e;ich elcrme:nkt of the previous r<)w and reducing it mod u (for 
canvenierme if m ~6) (m&I u) WC write it tc, be u rather than 0). 
b&&&m %,$, We call these o blmzks ant “whole sect im". ff u is even and there 
art ar~ly u/2 Mocks i.e. 
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(a:, al,..., al) 
. . . . . . 
we call it a “half section”. 
km& 2.6. If u is odd, 51, 52, l . .* IA - I are the differences of the beginning 
block (a :. a :, . . ., a:), then each pair which corresponds to Di of (L?,, . . .* Dk .I) 
would appear in a whole section a9 many times as B, appears in (Dl, . . ,, I&... J, Xf all 
. 
D, are distrnct and & u - Bt do not appear together in (D,, . . .( Dk J then each 
pair which corresponds to Di appears exactly once in a whole section.* 
If u is even, everything is t;he same as when tr is odd except hat the pairs which 
correspond to the difference u/2 appear twice in this section for each appearance of 
u/2 in (D,. DZ,...JA J. 
Itemma 2.7. Let D,, I. ., Dm be distinct positive integers such that: 1 g B,,, c 
DM i < l l l < 13, = n - 1, where m c n - 1. Then we CRIZ always canstruct LI; (m -t- I)- 
sequence on elemenfs 1 I . . ., n such that any two consecutiw element5 (a,., rrr,t) have 
diference D, and all m + 1 elements used in this sequence are distinct. 
Pro& The sequence is as follows: 
l,f+5,,1+5,--5~ ,..., I&-l)iW, i==l)...,. 
j-r ; 
Example 23. Elements 1,2,3,4,5,6 (n = 6). 
Differenecs D, = S, Dz = 4, LA = 2 (m =: 3). 
The (m + I j-sequence is I,& 2,4. 
This can be qeen easily from the following scheme. 
Coroftary 2.9. lf Q,, = j and B, = D, , I + 1, then we r;eed exactly m + j csnstwtiu~ 
elements i.e. 1,2,3, . . ., m + j to construct such da (m f 1 )axpmce. 
f. Case (i) D,,,, l& both are even or both are odd, Then Dt w- 1631, = D is even+ 
The sequence is $5; fntlows: 
This cequence starts at 1 and 
give imother form which will 
nz + j, and firrish at nt + j. 
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ends 4 aween 1 and tn Y j? but not at nl + j. We can 
start k..bmzwherc between 1 and nl + j but not I, or 
l-t-D/2, m-t-j-D/2 ,..., 3, m+jv-2, 2, m-+-j--l. I, m+j. 
Cuse (ii) One of D,, 13, is odd and the other is even. Then D, -- D,,, = f3 is odd 
11 -I- 1 and D - 1 are even. In this case take the sequence 1, m + j, 2, m + j - 1. 
. . ., VI + j - (0 - 1)/2, I + (D + 1)/Z!. Similartv we can have a sequence which starts 
between 1 and m + j and ends at m + j* vik. 
D-+-l 
m+j-----?_- 
l? -- 1 
,1+--i--_-,...,2,m +j--I.l.m-tj. 
L & 
Corollary 2.10, ff j = 1; La., LL =; 1, we need exactly m + 1 consecufiue elements to 
construct such R (m + 1 )-sequence. 
Example 2. I 1. Elements 1,2,X 4,S, 6. 
Differences D, = 5,4,X 2,l. 
.Lelorma 2.12, For ihe &&tences 1.2, . . . , II we cun always use 2n + i consecutive 
elements u 1, . . .( a2., 8 1 wh!ere 1 6 cz Ir uc = Q, i + 1, Ic cottstruct Q (2n + 1 )-sequence 
suck that each d@~aace ~yy.~~rs twice and tall elements in this sequence are distinct. 
PI%&, WC first arrange: those differences in this way: 
n- l,n-2, . . ..2.1,n,l,2,3 ,..., i9 -- 1,n. 
Then start with a I, The sequence is as follows: 
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Example 2.13. For difference 1,2,3,4 d = 3, d, = 2. 
The sequence is (a,, a4, a2, a3, a7, a6, ae, as, au). For differences: 1,2,3,4,5 d = 3, 
d, =4 
Remark 2.14. Since these constructions in the lemma start from the first element 
and end a! the last element, we can carry on in this manner as many times as we 
want and the last element used the first time will be the first element used the 
second time. Hence we can let differences 1,2,. . ., n appear 2m times and need 
Only 
2n . m +- 1 elements. 
Lemma 3.15. For the ih differences 1,2, . . ., ih where 1 s i s a - 1 we can con- 
stmcf i beginning bkcks which contain ah + 1 elements such that each diflerence 
appears exactly a limes in those blocks. 
Prod. Consider G E j mod i s 0 j Q i - 1. Let a = Gi+j for some G. Then 
ah = Gih +- jh. For each block we repeat 1,. . ., ih G times using Lemma 2.12 if G is 
ecen, and rise Lemma 2.12 and Corollary 2.10 of Lemma 2.7 if G is odd (see 
diagram below). 
G 
I 1 . . . . . ih,l,..., ih ,..., l,..‘.,ih i I . . . . 
1 . . . -, ih, 1, . . ., ih, . . ., 1, . . ., ih I-ii i 
For the Iast jh positions we can arrange 1, . . ._ ih into i jh -subsets such that each of 
1 . . . ., ih appears exactIt j times. Let the ih differences be e :, . . ., eh. . 
29 
(el, ei, . . ., 4:) =rz (7; 
(ei, 6, -...efj= 45 
. . . . 
(41, ei, . . ., e:.) = ei. 
We arrange 1,. . ., i into an i X j matrix as foflows: 
i 
-ITT-y- 
23 l 
. . . . . . . . . 
i 1*** i-1 
and put e: into the corresponding position of k, k = I, . . ,. j and have 
‘, .ih , 
/ 
e:, e&. . . . e: 
i 
e$,e&...,e: 
. . . 
e’ *, 6 ’ ._.,e$-*. 
It is tasy to check that since j r~ i - 1, then each row containc at most Cc of the 
numbers, k t L...,i. Now we put P: * In the k position and get a i x jh matrix, the 
kth row going to kth block k = 1,. .., i. 
It follows tha.t each difference appears the same number of times in this matrix. 
Since there.are i rows, each row contains jh differences and in total there are ih 
distinct differences so each of them appears exactly j times. After completing a!1 i 
blocks each of those differences appears 
Gi+j = a ttmes. 
To compiete such a beginning block in which all elements are distinct, we need at 
most 
Gilr, i- ih + 1 = ah -+ (i - j)h i- 1. elements 
according to Lemma 2.12 and Corollary 2.9 of Lemma 2.7. 
3. Ths canstrwtkm of the designs 
Before we proceed to the main theorem we write down the necessary conditions 
in a form WC wit1 need later. ’ 
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If k is odd. k = 2h 4. 1, h = 1,2,. . . and o = (4hu/A (2h -- l))+ 1. Let 
k=2ah,+l, h=g-a+~,, v= 
4hIu + 1 
gA,(2ah,+ 1) ’ 
Let u = A,(2ah,- 1)m and we have v = (dh,m/g)+ 1. 
Case (i) (A,4) = g = 1; we have v = 4h,m + 1 where 4h,m 2 2ahr =+ 2m 2 a. 
Case (ii) (A, 4) = g = 2; we have u = 2h,m + 1 where 2hrm a2ahr +D m 2 a. 
Case (iii) (A,4)= g =4; we have v = h,m + 1 qwhere h,m 22ah, + m 2~. 
If k isevenand k=2h, h=2,3,... then v=((2h-l)u/A(h-1))+1. 
Le:(A,2h-l)=a,A,=A/a,h, = (2h - 1)/a. Then h = (ah, + 1)/2 ) a and h, 
must be odd and 
v= _- . 
Ler 
u=A,(v)-m. 
In this case we have v = htm + 1, h, is odd, and k = 2h = ah, + 1. So him -t 12 
&+I * maa. 
Theorem 3.1. lf k = 2 h + I the folio wing are necsssary and sufficient conditions for 
H( c, k, A ) to exist. 
lf (A,+ 1, v = 4h,m + 1 where 2m 2 a. 
If (At4)= 2, v =2h,m + 1 where m aa. 
If (A-4!= 4, v z h,m -I- 1 where m a 2a. 
i-‘roof. We only have to show the conditions are sufficient. 
Case (i) (A, 4) = 1, so Art = A, A - ah, and v = 4h,m + 1. v is odd and between 
dmh, + I elements there are 4mh, diderences so that by Remark ?,2, we only have 
to consider the first 2mhl differences (i.e., 1,. . ., (v - 1)/2). Consider m =Z i mod a 
where 0 d i =S a - 1 then m = Ma + i for some M. Since, k = 2ah, + 1 we need 
Zah, differences for each beginning b!ock. 
We have 2mhl = M2ah, + 2ih, differe:xes and these can be divided into M2ahl- 
\&sets xd one 2ih,-subset. We assume that the 2ih,-subset contains the first 2ihl 
Merences; i.e., 172,3,. . ., ht, h, + 1,. . .,2ihl. 
We use every 2ah,-subset to construct one bieginning block by Corollary 2.9 of 
Lemma 2.7, and repeat each beginning block aA, times. Complete a whole section 
for each beginning block, so all pairs corresp:,nding to those differences are 
dc~~ed ah,= A times. 
For the 2ihl-subset we use it to construct i beginning blocks by Lemma 2.15 such 
*that each of 1.. . ., 2ih, appedr “a” times in those i blocks. 
A lit!lc modification has to be made here. For the last 3jh, positions 
a=j modi where C&j<i-1. 
Then a = Gi + j for sume G and we have 2ahl = G2ih, + 2jh,. 
In the last 2jh, positions we have to arrange the 2ih, differences according to the 
following matrix: 
2j L r + 
1 i+l 2 i-i2 .** j; i+j 
. . 
. . 
i ‘2i 
1 i+l j-1, i+j-1 
Then fill each position with e g, p = 1,. . ., 2i. For such a beginning block we need 
2ah1 -+ 2(i - j)h, + I elements according to Lemma 2.15. Since 2mh, = 
1W2ahl + 2ih1. 
Now Ma2 * 2mh,~4chI+2ihI~2ahr+2(i-j)h,, 
and M = 1 + 2mh, = 2ah, + 2iht a2ahr + 2(i - j)h,. 
If M = 0, then 2mht = 2ihr, since 2m s Q * 2iio,a nh,. In this case we need 
at most 4ih, + 1 elements by the cqrollary of Lemma 2.7, so that 4mhl + 1 elements 
are enough. 
We repeat a;’ i beginning blocks constructed with these 2ih 1 differences A I times; 
each of the 28: t differences appears aAl = A times in those iA beginning blocks, 
and we complete a whole section for ail those beginning blocks. Now ail pairs 
corresponding to those 2ih, differences are handcuffed A = aAl times. 
CY43se (ii) (A, 3) = 2 
v = 2h,m + 1, m*a 
k = 2ah,+ 1, A = 2aA,. 
By the same argument, we have to dea’l with the first mh, differences only. 
Consider m ~imod2u~fhereO~i~2n-1.Thenmh,~M2aht-tihrforsc~me 
M. The M2&-subsets are treated as before, then repeat them 2aA, times and 
complete a whole section for each of them. 
For the i&subset, construct i beginning blocks by Lemma 2.15 and each 
difference apt1ear-s 2cz ‘ times in those i blocks. Then repeat them A I times and 
complete a whole section for each of them. 
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Case (iii) f&.4) = 4 A = 4aA, 
t’ = h,m + 1, k =2ah,+ 1. 
This case is treated as usual but we have to deal with all h,m differences 
m = i mod2a where OS i s2a - 1, mh, = M2ahr + ih, for some M. 
By Lemma 2.7, construct M blocks, but repeat them only 2ah, times and by 
Lemma 2.15, construct i blocks in which each of those th, differences appears 2a 
times, then repeat each A1 times. 
If m or h, is even, then .mh, even. For each e there is a u - e and both appear 
2aAt times. Now each of these pairs corresponding to e and v - e appears a total of 
4aA, = A times. 
If wr and hr both are odd, then mhl is odd. In this case every difference except 
“c”/2 has an associated difference (i.e. e and u - e), so those pairs corresponding 
to them are handcuffed 4aA1 = A times. 
For v/2, those pairs corresponding to it would be handcuffed twice in a whole 
section for each appearance of u/2 so they are also handcuffed 4aAl = A times. The 
proof is complete. 
Theorem 3.2. If k = 2h h = 2,3, . . . . The necessary and suficient conditions for 
N( u, k, A ) to exist is 
c= mh,+l wheremaa and a and hl must be odd. 
Proof. Only sufficiency is required. 
Case (i) m is even. Let mO = m/2; we only consider the first m,,h, differences; 
i.e.. 1.2.. . . . m,,h. Treat them as tsual. Now A = ah,. First, let each difference 
appear “a” times, then repeat all beginning blocks At times and complete a whole 
VAO:I for each of them. 
Case (ii) If m is odd 
difference u /2 specially. 
(m-ah : I 
2 . - 
fm + l)h ! , 
(but v = mh, + 1 must be even), we have to handle the 
Firstly we take ah, differences from the middle; i.e., 
(m + a’jh, 
1 
? 
’ a)...? 
2 -* 
(Nate: (mh, -L l)Q = u/2.) 
Cae these ah, difierences to construct one beginning block by Corollary 2.9 of 
Lemma 2.7. Let the block be 
D, D, l * - D,_, 
(aLaL..,ak). k=ah+l, k-l=ahj. 
It is easy to check that 1 a: - ai _ t + l i = v/2. We complete a haif section fur this 
lock; i.e.. 
Example 3.3. For 1,2,3,4,5,6. 
D, = 1,2,3,4,S. 
Then a;“‘+ I = (1: r.I (modu). 
Since the ah, differences are taken from the middle of the mh, differences, so D, 
and ZL l are associated (i.e., if D, = e then Dk ., = u - e). The pairs corresponding 
to D, and DI, ( appear half in the D, place, half in the I), , place, and each such 
pair is handcuffed once in this half section. But those pairs corresponding to u/2 in 
this half section appear only in one column and exactly once for each of them. So, 
each pair corresponding to one of those ahI differences appears exactly once in this 
half section. Repeat it ah, times. We get each such pair handcuffed A = ah, times. 
For the remaining (m - a)h, differences, since m - a must be even, let m,, = 
(m - a)/2. Arrange the first m(,h differences such that each of the mohI differences 
appear exactly aAt times, then complete a whole section for each beginning block. 
We get all pairs handcuffed A = ah, times. The proof is complete. 
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